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Abstract 

The G2 "CABRI" (french for a baby mountain-goof) is o 
totally new light piston engine helicopter. 

Powered by a l 50 hp, four cylinder oircroft engine, with a 
design gross weight of 550 kg, it is a good performance 
training and personal transportation two seater. 

Its structure is mainly of corban/fibergloss/Nomex shell 
construction, specially designed to be simple and minimize 
cost penalty associated to composites. 

Its main rotor is a state-of-the-art, but extremely simplified 
lhree-bloded composite Spheriflex. It has a high inertia to 
allow safe full outorototion training, 

Personnally developped by the author, the G2 11 CABRI 11 

started ground testing late 91 and made a successful first 
flight beginning of April 92, with EUROCOPTER. It may seNe 
as a flying demonstrator for o new. production light piston 
engine helicopter to come. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The CABRI development started os a personal project with 
an ambitious, but reasonable goal : to design and fly a 
totally new two-seat, piston engine helicopter. and 
demonstrate that modern technology con offer some 
advantages over well proven, old technology currently in 
use in this range of aircraft. 

Of course. the author's job with (late) Aerospatiale 
Helicopters, his deep involvment in recent toil and main 
rotors developments, and also in light aviation, helped 
determine the definition of "modern technology".,. 

No particular mission was sought, because of the 
demonstrator nature of the aircraft. and mainly because a 
good two-seater would fulfill most expectable missions : 
- training. 
- personnel transportation, 
- surveillance, 
- photography, etc .. 

Bosical!y, little compromise was to be made for production 
cost However, a main goal was to keep the helicopter 
extremely simple. with small parts inventory. This approach 
proved Itself on efficient way to find low-cost solutions. 

On the other hand, maximum compromise is made for 
safety and fail-safe design. due to the demanding 
demonstrator mission and the very limited resource 
available for fatigue and ground testings. This is a useful 
long term effort, because safety is o!l wl""lat progress is 
aboul. 



1 ollowing b u l(.Jctmlcol doscriplion of tho CAB[(! 
dcrnonslrolor and ils firs! fliQhls. 

Roughly, tho G2 CA!WI Is comparable. In size and power. 
to tl1o admirable and successful ROBINSON R22, though as 
different in doloil lechnology as could be. 

Three moin features make the CABRI different from other 
~1elicopters of its class : 

- a 100 % composite. monocoque fuselage. 

- a three bladed. Spheriflex main rotor, 

- a shrouded "Fenestron" tail rotor. 

TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION 

Powerplanf 

It's evident to soy that powerplant selection is fundamental 
in any aircraft project, but it is even more critical with a 
piston-engined helicopter, where powerplant accounts for 
about ~0 % of empty weight (~~ % for CABRt)_ 

CABRI engine type and installation are the results of a 
conservative and modest approach : the lYCOMING 0-
320, horizontal flat-four was selected as a well proven, 
reliable and certificated engine, in accordance with the 
old principle that "the more experimental the aircraft is, 
the less the engine should be 11

• 

To better illustrate the "piston penalty", one con compare 
tvvo engines of some weight : 

CABRI'S LHTEC 
150HP 0.320 T-800 

Max. cruise power 97 kW 770 kW 

Max. T.O. power 112 kW 1030 kW 

Weight 1~5 kg 1~5 kg 
(equipped) 

As o compensation to this frustrating situation. two goals 
were set: 

I_ 

2_ 

To stay in a situation whore maximum and 
immediate benefit would result easily, should a new 
generation engine be successfully developped 
(turbine or ony) 

To toke full advantage of extremely quiet rotors. by 
designing on efficient exhaust and muffler system. 

Architecture 

General layout is rather conventional as shown fig. 2 
dictated by the use of heavy and bulky engine, with belt 
primary transmission. 

It is strongly influenced, however, by the composite 
construction of the fuselage : the fight to reduce number 
of 11hord points 11

• to minimize access doors and non~ 

structural components, while keeping good access and 
good firewall separation, resulted in this layout where the 

engine is hung below the rear fuselage, but 80 % faired 
by two cowlings. 

The some effort resulted in the original concept of a 
central load-carrying box (fig 3), instead of the 
EUROCOPTER so-called 11 hUII 11 structure, where au the 
controls, wiring and tubing ore routed under o flat floor. 

F i~;ure 2 - General lovoul 
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Figure 3 * Central sfrucrure 

The engine is positioned nose*forward, with the driven 
pulley immediately on the main gearbox drive shaft. 

This compact and lign1 orrongen .e;1t is 11 ;ado possible 
since the belt tensioning is achieved by rotating the 
engine slightly. 

Engine cooling is achieved by a very ;lght, vertical axis fon 
mounted on the belt-driven alternator. A foi\Nord air intake 
provides the fan with rom air in cruise, at o minimum drag 
penalty. It thus saves cruise pov1er, and allows sofe flight, 
should the fan foil. 

Two integral fuel tanks. with single-point fiBer. toke place 
between the cabin bulkhead and engine con1partment, 
right on the rotor axis. Tht;i1 15.1 I ccpacii'y allows a high 
endurance : more tt1on S hou1s (ot poliiol payload). 

Structure and lending gear 

Main structure essentially consist~ in two composite 
sandwich shells, surrounding a central skelelon mode of 
flat composite sandwich panels as shown fig. 3. 

Its design tends to minimize r.or<...i points ond maximize 
overlapping joints to allow the minimum use of fasteners. 

Toil structure is of cvrnposi!e con~t1uction and includes in 
one piece, toil boom. fenestrvn shrou'-i ond vertfcor fin. Six 
bolts and on olurninium ring, otk""ll .. ~h it to co2nter fuselage 
and allow eosy disassembly. 

Full landing spol visilJility duling lli0 ttore wos considered 
on ol)soluto requirement. and is tult\ provided l)y two cllin 
windows. 1\s a compror11ist.:~ K> kr..:~ .... .,~, tronsp~,.)r0ncie cost 
urKJ wcinht rcosonol)le. tlh~ $111"-""lk' piec(~ wincist1iold is 
rololively smnll. will! sin-:Jk~ curvoh.H<..~. 

Due..~ to this feature, the Cf,Bf~l bears C:'"i unquestionable 
fonlily resorntJionce to EUROCOPTER J-.$ 3SO ECUREUIL. 

Landing gear is conventional, v;i!h t,uo aluminium skids, 
and two corry·Hirough struts. Design go:::l was a 4 m/s. 
zero·lift crash resistance, more than tNice the energy 
required by FAR 27. It was achiE:ved using filarnent .. wound 
R·fiberg!oss bows, resulting in o IO>'J Grog ond rather 
flexiblo gear. eventually making the prc;ect named after 
tt1e jumping, baby mountain goat .. 

Composite shell construction allows o 70 kg structural 
weight (illust10led fig. 4) or 22 % of emp:-; weight, with on 
unmotchoble smooth and clean surface. 

Figure 4 - Structure 

Main transmission 

Primary transmission is a conventional t. sheave V-be!t 
drive, of 1 to 0.91 ratio. 

A Iorge boll bearing located inside :ne eng:ne .. mounted 
puHey carries fhe belt tension. This be-::r:..-.g is oHached to 
an excentric lever to allow belt tenslcn:r,·;; os shown fig. 5. 
A small electric joc~screw actuator co;::>::;s the tension at 
startup. 

Fi(iuto 5 · f'rimcry tror-:s.T:-s:s..on 
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l!w u:,fJ o/ o Jr_,-ucr diwnctor/highcr r0v-1ing. shrouded toil 
rotor coifs for o touoh comprorniso between main and toil 
uoort)OX rollo. tho pro,Juct of tho two being 10. 

Choice was for a moderate 4 to 1 ratio for main gearbox. 
and thus a pretty high I to 2.5 ratio for toil gearbox, both 
of conventional simple spiral bevel gear construction. 

Main gearbox uses a simple rom all scoop tor lubricating. 
and has a finned bottom for cooling. 

Rotor most is a non-rotating one, 6 Ia Me Donne! Douglas, 
and rotor hub includes a pair at conical bearings. Driving 
torque is carried through a splined central shaft. 

Main rotor 

Figure 6 - Main rotor 

Listening to some piston engine helicopters users, it seems 
that the main rotor is the very port where spending 
technology and money could give a sure competitive 
advantage. 

CABRI rotor is pictured fig. 6. It con be described in three 
propositions : 

1. High inertia 

2. Mild control power 

3. Foil-safe design 

1. High inertia 

Cornfort in Autorotation Belonvs to Rotor Inertia ... 

Figure 7 c">mpares outoroto!ion rnorgin of different 
helicopters, using l!~e O~"'proxirnotive, but widely 
accepted t;k critetio. 
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Figure 7 - Auforototion criteria 

GROSS WEIGHT 
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The CABRI is in good standing (though not exceptional like 
its great-grandfather the tip-jet driven DJINN) thanks to its 
designed-to-inertia rotor. 

Inertia is very difficult to achieve, particularly with a three 
bladed rotor. When shifting the some rotor from two 
blades to three blades : 

- chord is divided by 1.5 
- thickness by 1.5, 
- individual inertia requirement by 1.5, 
- overage density is multiplied by 1.5, 
- bending resistance is divided by 3.4 
- critical load factor by 2.25. 
- bending stiffness by 5. I. 
- static deflection is increased by 3.4. 

With 20.3 aspect ratio and tip + span weight, the CABRI 
blade design was looking very challenging. It was only 
mode possible using a simple, but massive composite 
construction, and thanks to the exceptional centrifugal 
capacity offered by elastomeric spherical bearings. 

2. Good control power 

With on equivalent hinge offset of 4.8 %. the CABRI rotor 
stands in the medium range, compromise between ogilify, 
vibration and weight, proven by a majority of modern 
helicopters. lt does away with most bumping, minimizes 
dynamic roll-over or overcontrol, and allows a Iorge e.G. 
range. 

3. Fail-safe design 

The elastomeric spl)erical bearing. with a fv..lo-bo!l 
attachment, as used in the nearly 3.000 Ecureuil and 
Dauphin Storflex rotors. has o virtually unmotchoble safefy 



((:(:t_lf( 1, r/Jftir;ulurl; in r !(,nr lu d• .. diciunl rnointunonco 
concJilrr;n'; 
1\:;sociolr.:d vtilll :;irnplv k>JV. utlocl~rr.ont, it leads to on oll
con•Jilion, oil rni~sion. foil :;(JfC rotor. 

I\:; to corr1p0rr:;ol0 for utorJo :;!rinv2rd roquiremcnts, the 
vory lov; c..oninQ ond log onglos of o CABf<l-sized rotor 
rnoltv dr;~i~Jn of ::.pholir.ol I >coring. onJ simple elastorneric 
tcocl-I(JCJ dorr1pc;r o CO(nporoUiy cosy and low-risk tusk. 

Tt)D de~i~Jn nnrJ fot:;ricolirwl nf tho rnoin rotor represent a 
siunificont port vf C/\8!<1 dGve!oprr,ent. fhe very valuable 
exp8riencc goir-:orJ is imr ne(liolely upplicobte to full scale 
devetorAnt:nl of o lr..;w cost, low rr1ointenonce. high safety 
rotor 

(ne .5hrG.Jd·3d rotor "Fel';mtron" coo.cept is all but on 
&ndongere-d sr>ecies. However, despite the increasing 
number of project developments, the srr1ollest specimen 
wos still lhe 1967's GAZEllE or,e. 

u lhJ::> ~in,:.e been p10ve-n tr,ot H1e shroudeJ toil rotor 
sionds kVJ·to-kW compori.son v.:ith its conventional 
compelitor. The concept then brir1gs u definitive sufety 
advantage v,;ith liti!e or no penalty, specially to o small 
piston driven h&I!COpter where : 

toil Doorn is relatively !o.._..; and lono. 
overage landing surfaces are rough and hostile (tall 
gross being a very hostile environment to those micro 
conventional rotors), 
overage pilot experi.snce ond skrl! ore e ..... 1remely !ow. 

Moximurn t=3-fiort \vus 1!'\0•je- in designinQ t!1e CABRI 
minimum fenestro;-1, to make it sirnplc and lighi (fig. 8) 

l!s p.:.)!tnk.,.._i. sin:,Jk"! driv0 slhJfl rum in on oblique groove 
os sllO\\·n fi\.'JU!t"7 9. at exol~lfy llh::: cost and weight of o 
cor 1v ... :~nlk!i ~<)I !OI,)I 's 01·1.__:. 
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Figure 9 ·Toil rotor drive shaft 

Its patented rotor hub combines we!l proven, Kevtor torsiun 
strap, with single piece. single molding tlodes. 

its georbox is fairly simple. including pitch control 
mecanism, and stands the comparison with o 
conventional. equivalent one, for weight 011d ports 
inventory, os shown fig. 10. 

~cr;<!'k~;;) ' ,.":"'7.,.-,--,,.,..~.,""'lllllfll!?l:l' II 

Fig. 10 - Gearboxes : conventional 
Compared to Fenestrc.1 

-:.,_~~ 
·~··· 

Vertical fins are set with on angle of c:::..::ck. cotculuted to 
release rotor t11rust in cruise, tt~us g1vir~g t1igh cllonce of 
safe landing, should 1t1e rotor be destroyed in flight. 

Lower vertical fin is toll and crustiOt'lta. providir1g extl"o 
sofoty in vel)' liard 1ondin9. wh~.:"'n the c:reody f1igfl. lL') toil 
Skid Ci<XHOr1(:0 is OXC00Ch.Kl 



Duo! flight control:; wilh conv0ntionat sticks ore directly 
connected to the swoshploto by long pushrods. In the 
simplest, yet conventional manner. 

A single wheel adjusts on omnidirectionaL sfick¥free friction, 
provided In on original and patented mixer. 

Collective control inc..ludes o throttle correlation. Provision is 
mode tor its adjustment during flight testing. 

All the controls ports are shown in fig. 11. 

r 
u 

.•) 
• I*" 

Figure 11 - Controls breakdown 

The cockpit is conventional, side-by¥side. with o 
comfortable 1.18 m inside width. 

Cockpit. control and instrument panel is a design dictated 
by the convenient central structure. where everything is 
routed (fig. 12). Its width makes it accomodate standort 
avionic stack. 

Two bagage compartments allow a, comparably high, 180 
liter capacity under /behind the seats. 

Figuw 12 · CocJ.,pit 
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GROUND AND fliGHT TESTING 

Ins lru¥cnentatlon 

A minimum. but decent Instrumentation is installed on 
board. Compromise was needed to meet both security 
and analysis needs, while installing all the orange boxes in 
the baggage comportments (fig. 13). This was a condition 
to a two-pilot flight testing, considered a top-requirement 
by the non-licensed author .. 

20 parameters are on-board recorded, and 12 are 
transmitted to a table-sized ground station. 

3 CHANNEL SUP·RING 

8 CHANNEL SELECTOR 

STRAIN 

POWER SUPPLY 

.jL,,L----PRESSURE TAA%DUCERS 

.f=D-?l/ ~~::S~7"----- MULTIPLEX 

CONTROLS . ·.VHF OR MICROWAVE TRANSMITTERS 

Figure 13 - Telemetry instrumentation 

Ground testing 

A very simple shake-test was conducted using on electric 
actuator. to better predict the ground resonance margin 
(fig. 14). 

This phenomena is considered critical to safely. because 
calculations showed tt10t a comparably much higt1er rotor 
-inertio/fuselage-ineriio ratio makes ground resonance very 
explosive for small helicopters. 



Figure 14 -Shake-test 

Most ground testing time was spent repairing minor 
problems with the engine's accessories, and some radio 
interferences. 

More significant is the resource needed to solve drive belts 
instability, because it revealed a well known and feared 
problem : vendor's product !lability concern. 

This problem seems more dangerous to light helicopter 
than ground resonance .. 

FLIGHT TESTING 

Tt1e flight testing program is in its very early phases, and 
few conclusions can be drawn. 

However, first flights released several critical uncertainties 
caused by down-sizing of existing concepts : 

Tail rofor 

Unusually low tip-speed, extremely low disk loading and 
Reynolds number were uncertainty factors on Fenestron 
performance, Fortunately, it proved itself stable and 
efficient, demonstrating a stop-to-stop. 360° spoHurn in 4 
seconds, in both directions. 

Main rotor 

The main satisfaction comes from the control forces. which 
ore both very low and direct. This demonstration is 
fundamental to the rotor concept. as it Js the first time a 
fully elostomeric rotor is flown without controls boost. 
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External noise 

Several of CABRI' s features should make It a very quiet 
helicopter: 
- three bladed rotor, 
- moderate tip speed, 
- thin tip airfoil, 
- low disk loading Fenestron tail rotor. 
- four-in-one. tuned. in-line exhaust. 
- and. of course. its sma!! size ... 

First flights confirmed expectation with a low noise, 
including a hardly noticeable tail rotor one, 

It seems reasonable to take the challenge to say that the 
CABRI, could eventually be the quietest helicopter flying, of 
any class, 

Dvnamlcs 

Testing confirmed analysis showing an unsatisfactory 
ground resonance margin and explosive behaviour. 

The soft landing gear gives possibility of bath stiffening or 
softening, however, and experience gained Is very 
valuable, 

Performance 

Flight envelope Is partly open, Including : 
Speed of 80 kts at 95 % gross weight 
Sideward flights 
Engine shutdown at low altitude 

CONCLUSION 

The future of CABRI project. its evolution into an industrial 
program, depends on two Issues : technical and industriaL 

From a technical standpoint along with the concepts 
validation, a decision is ahead : stay with the two-seat 
helicopter, or increase the capability to a three-seater. 

The industrial challenge is to find the right structure that 
offers sufficients power. high manoeuvrability, and still is 
slim enough to match the unit-cost target about one-fifth 
that of the smallest EUROCOPTER product, 

Developped from a totally white sheet of paper, with 
marginal resource, the CABRI is the absolute technical 
demonstrator. It just started its toughest job : to convince 
people, validate technical concepts, help find 
improvements. and most of aiL help some engineers. 
technicians and pilots learn a job : piston-driven light 
helicopter manufact\Jrer 



APPENDIX 

CABRI MAIN CHARACTERISTICS 

Empty weight .................................................................. 320 kg 
Max. gross weight .......................................................... 550 kg 
Fuel capacity ...................................................................... 154 I 

Main rotor diameter. ... .............................................. 6.5 m 
Chord ...................... . .. .................................... 3 x 160 mm 
Rotational speed ....................... 597 RPM 

Toil rotor diameter ................................... 0.54 m 
Chord.... .. ........................ .. 7 x 38 mm 
Rotational speed.......... .. ............................ 5734 RPM 

Rotor height ...................................................................... 2.1 m 
Overall fuselage length ............................................... 5.75 m 
Cobin width ..................................................................... 1.18 m 
Baggage copacity ....................................................... 2 x 90 I 

Powerplont ............................... LYCOMING 0-320 E2A 
................................... 150 hp at 2700 t/mn 

................. 16.6 kg/m2 Disk loading .. 
Power loading .. ................................................ 3.7 kg/hp 

Gross weight lift coef. (Czm) ........................................... 0.41 
Autorotation critero (t/k) .............................................. > 1.5 s 
First log mode............ ...................... .. .............. 0.55 
Equivalent hinge offset .................................................. 4.8% 

CALCULATED PERFORMANCE at G.W. 

Max level speed . .. ....................................... 200 km/h 
Cruise speed ............... .. ....... 180 km/h 
Max. distance ............. .. ~ 1000 km 
Hover ceiling OGE ISA ............................................... 2200 m 
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